
Electronic agreement execution is a critical digital step that 
has long been demanded by both the legal profession and 
their clients in order to avoid delays and costs from printing off 
paper copies and sending them through the post.

DocuSign eWitness offers a fast and easy way  
to obtain  signatures on documents that require  
a witness

 – Digitise paper deeds and sensitive agreements by enabling 
seamless electronic witnessing

 – Capture witness details for traceability and auditability

 – Preserve agreement confidentiality by limiting witness 
access post-signing

 – Add SMS verification for identity authentication and meet 
specific requirements like HMLR

 – Simplify the witnessing process for all parties (senders, 
signers, witnesses)

 – Save time and money by making the entire process 
completely digital 

 – Reduce environmental impact

Digitise the signature witnessing process for 
easier agreement completion in the UK

Datasheet 
DocuSign eWitness

There are many steps to digitising contracts and agreements. From the initial 
preparation of documents requiring a signature, to the collection of signatures from 
all parties, and additional post-signing management of an agreement, technology 
has gradually been developed to save time and money. Now, technology has helped 
to overcome one of the trickiest of areas: witnessing a signature.



Seamless experience
DocuSign eWitness is a feature of DocuSign eSignature so you can enable 
your signers to specify witnesses for an agreement that needs witnessing in 
the UK.

Key capabilities

Get going quickly
DocuSign eWitness is flexible, easily configurable and easy to use for all 
parties, including senders, signers and witnesses. Senders can configure 
agreements that require witnesses with DocuSign’s powerful workflows and 
tags, while signers can specify the identity of the witnesses at time of signing 
the document. 

Accelerate Agreement Completion
Digitise manual and paper-based processes to speed up the contracting 
process. What used to take weeks can now be completed within a few 
hours, and even minutes and eliminate unnecessary printing of paper heavy 
agreements.

Capture Witness Evidence
Every document signed with DocuSign eWitness comes with a Certificate 
of Completion which provides supporting evidence  of the signature process  
that can be used in a legal dispute. 

For transactions with witness recipients, information about the witness, such 
as occupation, address, email address, IP address and time stamps, is also 
captured in the Certificate of Completion to provide auditability of signature 
and witnessing process to all transaction parties.

Reduced Risk
Add SMS verification for sensitive agreements and deeds that require 
identity authentication before a digital certificate is issued.

Ensure Security
Stay confident with our strong security and encryption practices.

 
For more information on DocuSign eWitness visit our website.
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Use case examples

Deeds
HM Land Registry Deeds
Mortgage Agreements
Loan Agreements
Merger & Acquisition Agreements
Guarantor documents
Short Hold Tenancies
Shareholder agreements
Partnership agreements

About DocuSign 
DocuSign helps organisations connect and automate how they prepare, sign, act on and manage agreements. As 
part of the DocuSign Agreement Cloud, DocuSign offers eSignature: the world’s #1 way to sign electronically on 
practically any device, from almost anywhere, at any time. Today, more than 750,000 customers and hundreds of 
millions of users in over 180 countries use DocuSign to accelerate the process of doing business and to simplify 
people’s lives.
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sales@docusign.com 
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